The performance of optical clocks has strongly progressed in recent years, and accuracies and instabilities of 1 part in 10 18 are expected in the near future. The operation of optical clocks in space provides new scientific and technological opportunities. In particular, an earth-orbiting satellite containing an ensemble of optical clocks would allow a precision measurement of the gravitational redshift, navigation with improved precision, mapping of the earth's gravitational potential by relativistic geodesy, and comparisons between ground clocks.
Introduction
Earth-based operation of future optical clocks [1] will be limited by uncertainties in the value of the gravitational potential U at the clocks' locations and in their relative velocity. For example, an uncertainty δU/U = 1 · 10 −9 (equivalent to a 1 cm elevation change) and a relative velocity of 1 cm/year, caused, e.g. by continental drift, would lead to a gravitational redshift and a first-order Doppler shift contribution in the frequency comparison amounting to 1 part in 10
18 . For applications requiring the highest time and frequency precision it is therefore essential to operate optical clocks in space, where the above effects can be determined with sufficient accuracy, by continuously measuring the orbit parameters.
The following applications of optical clocks in space are of interest:
-distribution of time and frequency on earth and in space from an earth-orbiting "master clock"
-mapping of the earth's gravity field by frequency comparison of terrestrial clocks with the master clock. The terrestrial clocks are transported over land or sea to cover areas. This method will complement terrestrial clock-clock comparisons using optical fibers.
-precision spacecraft navigation using the mas-ter clock signals -space-based VLBI -metrological applications, e.g. space gravitational-wave interferometers -high precision tests of gravitational physics
Tests of the gravitational redshift
From the perspective of fundamental physics, the most exciting possibility is to test the Einstein prediction of the gravitational redshift with extremely high accuracy [2] . The gravitational redshift between two spatially separated clocks of equal frequency ν is given by (
2 , to lowest order in c −1 . Higher-order contributions in c −1 must be taken into account [3] .
A satellite-based measurement of the absolute gravitational redshift could be done in two ways. First, a comparison between clocks on satellites in different circular orbits, including possibly a geostationary orbit. Then the gravitational potential difference and thus the gravitational redshift would be approximately constant in time, and therefore one needs to rely on achieving a high absolute accuracy of the clocks in space. Alternatively, as proposed for the mission concept OPTIS [4] , one satellite is on a highly elliptical orbit, while the second clock (ν ter ) is located on earth. The latter's gravitational shift is not relevant since it is sufficiently constant on the orbit timescale. Since the frequency shift ν sat − ν ter is modulated in time at the orbital frequency, the requirement on the clocks is a high stability on the orbital period timescale. This second approach is simpler. A high accuracy of the clocks is still of interest for the other applications listed above. In both cases, U (t) for the satellite clock(s) must be accurately determined, e.g. by laser ranging of the satellite(s).
On an eccentric earth orbit with apogee and perigee on the order of 36.000 km and 10.000 km, respectively, the gravitational potential variation is ∆U/c 2 ≃ 2 · 10 −10 . With clock instabilities and time transfer at the level of 1 · 10 −18 on the orbital half-period (≃ 7 h) a test of the redshift with relative accuracy of 1 part in 10 8 per orbit, and better than 1 part in 10 9 after averaging over a year would be possible. A second test is a test of the universality of the gravitational redshift, a consequence of the principle of local position invariance (LPI). LPI asserts that the outcome of nongravitational local experiments is independent of where the experiment is performed. Thus, a comparison of the frequencies of two clocks of different nature located in the same satellite should yield the same value, no matter where the satellite is with respect to massive bodies. An LPI test is simpler than an absolute gravitational redshift test because it is performed entirely within the satellite. An accurate knowledge of U along the orbit is not necessary. Again, the crucial clock requirement is low instability, not high accuracy.
The outcome of any experiment can in principle be expressed in terms of the dimensionless fundamental constants and other experimentspecific dimensionless parameters such as number of particles involved. Assuming the latter strictly constant, we may describe violations of LPI as arising from a dependence of some fundamental constant β on the gravitational potential,
2 ) = 0. These coefficients should be tested for as many fundamental constants as possible. Using (conventional) optical clocks, one can test the U -dependence of the fine structure constant α and of the electronto-nucleon mass ratio m e /m N , via the frequencies of atomic electronic transitions and of vibrational molecular transitions, respectively. A comparison of an electronic (ν at ) with a vibrational (ν vib ) clock at the same location and experiencing a change ∆U (e.g. by clock transport) may be expressed as
Here,m e = m e /Λ QCD ,m q = m q /Λ QCD ,m s = m s /Λ QCD are the masses of electron, light and strange quark relative to the QCD energy scale, respectively, and the coefficients b depend on the particular transitions chosen. Choosing suitable transitions leads to b α , bm e ≃ 1. The values bm q = −0.037 bm e , bm s = −0.011 bm e are related because they arise from D me/mN [5] . A compar-ison of two electronic transitions (in the same or in different atoms) with differing α-dependence can be used for testing for the single parameter D α . From vibrational transitions it is not possible to individually determine Dm e , Dm q , and Dm s . This requires using additional clock types, such as hyperfine transition clocks, whose dependence on the nuclear g-factor introduces different dependencies on the quark masses.
An LPI test with relative accuracy 1 · 10 −9 will be possible with the assumed optical clocks. This is almost 5 and 6 orders more accurate than the best past tests of D α and D me/mN , respectively. At this accuracy, the universality at a level of second order in ∆U/c 2 may become relevant. Since the optical clocks will require clock lasers stabilized to optical cavities, these can be used for performing a test of the isotropy of light propagation, an aspect of the principle of Local Lorentz Invariance. The near-zero gravity environment would be advantageous since distortions of the cavities would be very small. The satellite would have to spin at a highly constant rate to allow the test.
Implementation issues
A suitable satellite payload could consist of an ion clock, a cold neutral atom clock, and a molecular clock. It is advantageous that space-qualified optical subsystems similar to those needed for such a clock ensemble have already been developed, for example laser-pumped vapour cell clocks, the cold-atom clock PHARAO, laser communication and lidar systems. In detail, these systems include components such as: singlefrequency diode lasers, ultracold atom sources, opto-electronic components, solid-state lasers and amplifiers, optical resonators, phase-locked lasers.
Femtosecond frequency combs and optical clocks for future space use are currently under study.
Accurate time transfer between the satellite clock and the receiver, be it on earth or on another satellite, is critical: a level better than 1 part in 10 18 over several hours is required in order to take advantage of clock performance. New time transfer technology beyond the advanced microwave link for ACES will have to be developed. Possibly, the shift from microwaves to optical waves could be necessary. A demonstration of time transfer from earth to the low-earth orbit satellite JASON via laser link (T2L2) is planned in 2008 [6] . It will be based on pulsed lasers with ≃ 10 ns pulse duration, but its peformance will still be far from the above requirement. The use of fs laser pulses and coherent optical links may represent an alternative approach for enhanced accurary. The feasibility of continuous-wave coherent optical links for information transfer has already been demonstrated in long-distance atmospheric experiments [7] and for space application a study is planned in 2007 (LCT experiment on TerraSAR). A transportable optical ground station has been developed. Such stations would be of importance for comparing transportable optical clocks to space clocks.
